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Abstract: This paper puts forward different SPWM control strategies and modulation techniques of fifteen level H bridge multilevel inverter. Two control strategies are presented; the triangular multicarrier SPWM and the saw tooth multicarrier SPWM. For these two control strategies, different modulation techniques such as phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (APOD) are implemented. A comparison between the modulation techniques of each control strategy is made. Next, a comparison between the two control strategies. The subjects of comparison are the output voltage fundamental and the total harmonic distortion (THD). The obtained simulation results have proved that phase disposition (PD) is the best modulation technique and the saw tooth multicarrier SPWM control strategy is better than the triangular multicarrier SPWM control strategy. Simulations are carried out by PSIM program.
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1. Introduction

for several years (approximately 20 years), we are witnessing a renewed interest for the study of multilevel techniques, particularly the multilevel inverters [1].

Over the past two decades, many PWM control strategies of multilevel inverters were studied in order to improve the output signals of these inverters.

Among the control strategies we distinguish three PWM strategies; the SPWM, the SVPWM [2] and the selective harmonic elimination PWM [3-4].

Among the PWM control strategies, the SPWM is the most used to multilevel inverters, because of its simplicity and its ease of implementation.

The paper starts with a presentation of the H bridge multilevel inverter followed by a recall of the sinusoidal pulse width modulation SPWM and the four modulation techniques PD, APD, POD and APOD. Definitions of the triangular multicarrier SPWM control strategy and the saw tooth multicarrier SPWM control strategy are given on the ensuing section. Finally a discussion of the simulated results is presented.

2. H bridge multilevel inverter

A cascaded multilevel inverter made up of series connected single full bridge inverter, each with its own isolated DC bus [5-6].

This multilevel inverter can generate almost sinusoidal waveform voltage from several separate DC sources that may be obtained from solar cells, fuel cells, batteries and ultra capacitors [4].

This type of converter does not need any transformer clamping diodes or flying capacitors [5].

Each H bridge N level inverter phase is constituted of \((N−1)/2\) single phase bridge stages.

These bridges are connected in cascade so that the output voltage of H bridge inverter is the sum of output voltages of each single phase bridge.

The number of stages used is related to the inverter levels by the formula:
\[ N = (P \times 2) + 1 \] (1)

\( N \): level number of the output voltage
\( P \): number of stages per phase.

**Fig. 1. Power circuit of a one leg cascaded fifteen level inverter**

Considering the simplicity and advantages of the circuit, cascade H bridge topology is chosen for the present work.

**3. Sinusoidal pulse width modulation SPWM**

The generation of SPWM control impulses of an inverter of \( N \) voltage levels requires \( (N-1) \) carriers that have the same frequency \( F_p \) and the same amplitude \( A_p [7] \).

These carriers are compared to the sinusoidal reference signal with an amplitude \( A_r \) and a frequency \( F_r \).

For a carrier higher or equal to the reference, the comparison gives 1, and 0 if the carrier is below the reference. At the modulator output the sum of results provided from the comparison is then decoded, and gives the corresponding value to each voltage level [8].

In this paper, two carrier based SPWM techniques are developed as follows [9]:

- Triangular Multicarrier SPWM
- Saw tooth multicarrier SPWM

PWM is characterised by two parameters:

Modulation index: \( m = A_r/((N-1)A_p) \) (2)

Modulation rate: \( r = F_r/F_p \) (3)

The phases of carrier signals are rearranged to produce four main disposition techniques known as [10]:

1) **Phase Disposition (PD) PWM Strategy**
   - The Principle of PDPWM technique is to use several carriers with single modulating waveform.
   - In phase disposition all the carriers are in phase and the carriers are disposed so that the bands they occupy are contiguous [11-12].

2) **Phase Opposition Disposition (POD) PWM Strategy**
   - With the PODPWM method the carrier waveforms above the zero reference value are in phase. The carrier waveforms below zero are also in phase but are 180 degrees phase shifted from those above zero [11-12].

3) **Alternative Phase Opposition Disposition (APOD) PWM Strategy**
   - In case of Alternate Phase Disposition (APOD) modulation[13] each of the carrier waves is phase displaced from each other by 180° alternately [11].

4) **Alternative phase Disposition (APD) PWM Strategy**
   - This method requires each of the carrier waves to be phase displaced from each other by 90° alternately.

In our study we use the SPWM control strategy for two kinds of carriers, the triangular multicarrier wave and the saw tooth multicarrier wave. The output voltage waveform is shown for different
modulation techniques through simulations using PSIM for a fifteen level cascaded inverter.

A. Triangular multicarrier SPWM (TM SPWM)

This strategy is based on the comparison of a sine wave reference voltage $U_r$ called modulating signal that has an amplitude $A_r$ and a frequency $F_r$, to one or more triangle carriers $U_p$ that have the same amplitude $A_p = 2/(N-1)$ and the same frequency $F_p$.

For $N$ level inverter, $(N-1)$ level carriers [14] with the same frequency $F_c$ and the same peak amplitude $A_c$ are disposed such as the bands they occupy are contiguous[15]. They are defined as [15]:

$$C_i = A_r((-1)^{i-1} y_c(w_c \varphi) + t - (N/2))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$i = 1, \ldots, (m-1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where $y_c$ is a normalized symmetrical triangular carrier defined as,

$$y_c = (-1)^{\alpha \bmod 2} - 1/2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\alpha = (w_c t + \varphi)/\pi = 2\pi f_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$\varphi$ represents the phase angle of $y_c$.

$y_c$ is a periodic function with the period [16]:

$$T_c = 2\pi/w_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The multicarrier modulation techniques phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (APOD) are implemented using triangular multicarrier signals for a cascaded H bridge fifteen level inverter. They are shown in fig.2.

![Fig. 2.](image-url)

Fig. 2. (a) PD TM SPWM, (b) APD TM SPWM, (c) APOD TM SPWM, (d) POD TM SPWM.
B. Saw tooth multicarrier SPWM (STM SPWM)

The saw tooth wave is a periodic signal and a special case of the triangular wave with the duty cycle of 1 and phase delay of 0.

The multicarrier modulation techniques, phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (APOD) are implemented using saw tooth multicarrier signals for a cascaded H bridge fifteen level inverter. They are shown in fig.3

Fig. 3. (a) PD STM SPWM, (b) APD STM SPWM, (c) APOD STM SPWM, (d) POD STM SPWM.

3. Simulation results

To test the feasibility of the SPWM techniques, we use a comparative study based on the fundamental and the THD of output voltage $V_{ab}$ (V) for the different modulation techniques, phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (APOD) using two multicarrier SPWM strategies (TM SPWM and STM SPWM).
H bridge fifteen level inverter simulations with different modulation indexes are carried out by PSIM program.

In order to get the THD level of the waveform, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of PSIM program is applied to obtain the spectrum of the output phase voltage for the four modulation techniques.

A. Triangular multicarrier SPWM

fig.4, fig.5, fig.6, fig.7 and fig.8 show the phase voltage waveform $V_{ab} (V)$ for the cascaded fifteen level inverter using the phase disposition (PD) for the triangular multicarrier SPWM with $m=1$ and the harmonic spectra of the four modulation techniques, phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (AOD).

Fig. 4. Fifteen level inverter output phase voltage $V_{ab} (V)$

Fig. 5. FFT analysis of Triangular Multi Carrier PDSPWM

Fig. 6. FFT analysis of Triangular Multi Carrier POD SPWM
Table.1 and Table.2 show the total harmonic distortion THD and the fundamental of output voltage $V_{ab} (V)$ respectively for the cascade fifteen level inverter with the triangular multicarrier signal for the four SPWM modulation strategies with a switching frequency of 10 kHz, for modulation indexes of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.

Table 1: THD of output voltage $V_{ab} (V)$ for different SPWM modulation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>APD</th>
<th>APOD</th>
<th>POD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>9.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>6.68</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>6.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: fundamental of output voltage $V_{ab} (V)$ for different SPWM modulation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>APD</th>
<th>APOD</th>
<th>POD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>97.93</td>
<td>97.89</td>
<td>97.97</td>
<td>97.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>110.04</td>
<td>110.10</td>
<td>110.21</td>
<td>110.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>122.46</td>
<td>122.37</td>
<td>122.37</td>
<td>122.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the tables above, we find that the increase of modulation index leads to the increase of the fundamental value and the decrease of THD for the four modulation techniques.

Except for the THD, the decrease is relative for each modulation technique. It is noted that the THD is more reduced for phase disposition (PD) and higher for phase opposition disposition (POD).

From the simulation results (fig.4, fig.5, fig.6, fig.7 and fig.8 and table.1) of the triangular multicarrier SPWM technique:

The harmonic amplitude in relation to the fundamental of 5th harmonic to the 169th harmonic is the same for the modulation techniques, phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (APOD).

The difference between these four modulation techniques lies in the area included between the 171th harmonic and the 229th harmonic.

Phase disposition (PD): from the 171th to the 229th harmonic, the harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental is less than 1%.

Phase opposition disposition (POD): from the 171th to the 195th harmonic, the harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental is between 1% and 2%. From the 199th to the 201st harmonic, it is equal to 5.31% and 5.13% respectively and from the 205th to the 229th harmonic, it is between 1.5% and 1%.

Alternative phase opposition disposition (APOD): from the 171th to the 179th harmonic, the harmonic
amplitude related to the fundamental is less than 1%. From the 181th to the 217th harmonic, it is between 1 % and 2.37 % and from the 219th to the 229th harmonic, it is less than 1 %.

Alternative phase disposition (APD): from the 171st to the 181th harmonic, the harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental is less than 1 %. From the 183th to the 217th harmonic, it varies between 1.25 and 1.65 % and from the 219th to the 229th harmonic, it is less than 1 %.

B. Saw tooth multicarrier SPWM

fig.9, fig.10, fig.11, fig.12 and fig.13 show the phase voltage waveform $V_{ab}(V)$ for the cascaded fifteen level inverter using the phase disposition (PD) for the saw tooth multicarrier SPWM with $m=1$ and the harmonic spectra of the four modulation techniques, phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (APOD).

Fig. 9. Fifteen level inverter output phase voltage $V_{ab}(V)$

Fig. 10. FFT analysis of saw tooth Multi Carrier APD SPWM

Fig. 11. FFT analysis of saw tooth Multi Carrier APOD SPWM
Fig. 12. FFT analysis of saw tooth Multi Carrier POD SPWM

Fig. 13. FFT analysis of saw tooth Multi Carrier PD SPWM

Table 3: THD of output voltage $V_{ab} (V)$ for different SPWM modulation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>APD</th>
<th>APOD</th>
<th>POD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>8.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>7.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Fundamental of output voltage $V_{ab} (V)$ for different SPWM modulation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>APD</th>
<th>APOD</th>
<th>POD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>97.93</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>97.92</td>
<td>97.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>110.04</td>
<td>110.25</td>
<td>110.21</td>
<td>110.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>122.46</td>
<td>122.44</td>
<td>122.41</td>
<td>122.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the tables above, we find that the increase of modulation index leads to the increase of the fundamental value and the decrease of THD for the four modulation techniques. Except for the THD, the decrease is relative for each modulation technique.

It is noted that the THD is more reduced for phase disposition (PD) and higher for phase opposition disposition (POD).

From the simulation results (fig. 9, fig.10, fig.11, fig.12 and fig.13 and table.3) of the saw tooth multicarrier SPWM (STM SPWM) technique:

The harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental of the 5th harmonic to the 169th harmonic is the same for the modulation techniques phase disposition (PD), alternative phase disposition (APD), phase opposition disposition (POD) and alternative phase disposition (APOD).

The difference between these four modulation strategies lies in the area included between the 171th and the 229th harmonic.

Phase disposition (PD): From the 171th to the 229th harmonic, the harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental is less than 1 %.

Phase opposition disposition (POD): From the 171th to the 195th harmonic, the harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental is between 1 % and 1.5 %. From the 199th to the 201st harmonic, it is equal to 4.21 % and 4.23 % respectively and from the 205th to the 229th harmonic, it is between 1.5 % and 1 %.

Alternative phase disposition opposition (APOD): From the 171st to the 181st harmonic, the harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental is less than 1 %.

From the 183rd to the 217th harmonic, it varies between 1.24 % and 2.2 % and from the 219th to the 229th harmonic, it is less than 1 %.
Alternative phase disposition (APD): from the 171st to the 181st harmonic, the harmonic amplitude related to the fundamental is less than 1%. From the 183rd to the 217th harmonic, it varies between 1.16% and 1.91% and from the 219th to the 229th harmonic, it is less than 1%.

4. Conclusion.
In this paper, two SPWM control strategies of H bridge fifteen level inverter are presented. The triangular multicarrier SPWM and the saw tooth multicarrier SPWM. In addition of SPWM techniques, different modulation strategies as phase disposition (PD), phase opposition disposition (POD), alternative phase opposition disposition (APOD) and shifted phase (APD) are implemented in PSIM environment for a switch frequency of 10 kHz, for modulation indexes of 0.8, 0.9 and 1.

Total harmonic distortion were measured, grouped and analysed.

It is found that The phase disposition (PD) has the best total harmonic distortion THD and the phase opposition disposition (POD) has the worst THD for both the SPWM control techniques.

Despite the fact that the difference of THD between triangular multicarrier SPWM and saw tooth multicarrier SPWM is less than 1% (0.02% to 0.93%), there is no denying the superiority of the saw tooth multicarrier SPWM compared to the triangular multicarrier SPWM.
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NOMENCLATURES

N: Level number of the output voltage.
P: Number of stages per phase.
m: Modulation index.
r: Modulation rate.
Ar: Sinusoidal reference amplitude.
Ap: Carrier amplitude.
Fr: Sinusoidal reference frequency.
Fp: Carrier frequency.
Va: Phase voltage waveform.
THD: Total harmonic distortion.